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Abstract

Plural morpheme –s could be the most familiar phonological rule in learning phonology.
The phonological rule creates responsibility in words like kisses, buses, bushes, judges,
and churches. This pattern makes different form in oppositeness to its non-syllabic
pronunciation in words like caps, hats, cakes, and breaths. In this case the plural
phonemes are voiceless, whereas the words cabs, cads, cogs, caves are categorized into
voiced.
In accounting to those variations of plural morpheme –s, there will be three
assumptions. The first assumption is that the plural morpheme –s is underspecified
(that is not marked by the feature of “voiced”). The second is that the voicing
assimilation operates to assign voicing to plural morpheme. The third assumption is
after a class of English sounds, an epenthetic vowel is introduced prior to the operation
of the voicing assimilation rule. This rule for the syllabic nature of the plural morpheme
in words like kisses and bushes, those words have the syllabic form with plural
morpheme –s as a voiced segment, namely /z/.
Keyword: Chart Rules, Morpheme –s, Phonological Rules, Pronunciation of Plural
Morpheme –s,
1.

Introduction
1.1 Morpheme
The definition of morphem can be defined as the
smallest meaningful unit (Plag, 2003). A
morpheme normally involves a consistent
association of phonological form with some
aspect of meaning (Kroeger, 2005 ). On this
logic, there are two morphemes in the word
pancake, namely pan and cake. It can be seen
from the word improbabilty consist of three
morphemes : in + probable + ity. English
speakers will probably agree that the word
waspishness has three morphemes consist of
wasp + -ish, and –ness. Morpheme –ish and –

ness have meaning because these morphemes are
as part of words that easily combine to other
parts to create words such as pinkish and
happiness (Denham & Lobeck, 2010). On the
other hand the word boy consist of one
morpeheme, it is because the word boy can not
be devided into any smaller units. However the
word boy can be considered as word which has
two morphemes by giving morpheme boy + zero
morpheme which mark singularity (Alkhuli,
2006).

1.2 Morphemes and syllables
Morphemes and syllables are different.
Morpheme is the smallest grammatical unit,
while syllable has been traditionally defined in
pronunciational terms (Taft, 1993). The word
mississippi has more than one syllabe but is only
a single morpheme, at least to speakers who are
unaware that its origin or etymology (historical
origin of word). English speaker will recognize
that miss and sip are not related to the English of
those word (Denham & Lobeck, 2010).
Words can be made of a single (free) morpheme
or monomorphemic such as pen, car, light, book,
or it can consist of two or more morphemes
(polymorphemic),
such
as
tradionally,
globalization, kindness, friendly, grammaticality,
linguistics, and many more.
Other examples that can be more than one
syllable but it consists of monomorphemic
words, are paper, pizza, google, driver, and cat.
1.3 Identifying morpheme
The most important to recognize the
characteristics of traditional morpheme is that it
is conceived of as a unit of form and meaning, a
sign (Plag, 2003). The example is morpheme unin word unidentified is entity that consist of the
content or meaning on the one hand, and on the
other hand it represents the the sound or letter
which expresses this meaning. Latin nad Greek
brought a lot of morphemes to English. As we
can see from the example of the word
Mississippi, this word may come from one of
those languages, but it is not really important to
speak when the word will be analyzed in
morphology. Another example is the word
transmigration. English speaker will realize that
trans- is a morpheme because of the existence in
many words such as transmission, translation,
transportation, and so on. Morpheme -ion can be
identified as morpheme because it occurs in
word nation, acomodation, and translation.
English speaker may think that the morpheme –
ish is an adjective suffix. This suffix occurs in
the word girlish, or reddish, and also to identify
nationality adjective such as Swedish, Irish, and
Spanish. This morpheme can not be applied to
differen language because each language has
different morphological rule (Balpinar, 2000). If
we apply morpheme –ish to Salish language, it
has meaning “people of”.

Morpheme –s in the last segment of the word
massachusetts is not the plural –s that occurs in
English noun because there is no singular naun
of massachusett. The word massachusetts does
not treat as plural noun: *Massachusett are
wonderful place to live (the * shows that the
sentence or word is ungrammatical, or oddsounding)
Most morphemes have lexical meaning, as it can
be seen in the word look, kite, and tall. Other
morpheme can be shown as grammatical
category such as past tense (-ed e.g looked),
plural (-s e.g houses) or comparative dagree (-er
e.g older) (Finegan, 2008).
1.4 Plural Morpheme –s
The word pronunciation can be known from
knowledge of phonology and the parts of the
words that are called morpheme (Gussmann,
2002). A given morpheme may have different
pronunciation depending on the context. This
variation will be explained more by phonological
rules, and the pronunctiation of Plural morpheme
–s needs phonological rules in it (Rose, 2002).
The plural nouns in English such as cat/cats,
dog/dogs,
fox/foxes
treat
different
in
pronunctiation. There are many plural nouns that
never get paid attention on how to pronounce.
The following examples are labelling in different
ways to say.
A

B

C
Bush

D

Love

Cuff

Child

Bag
Call
Boy

Cat
Bus
Ox
Faith
Match
Sheep
Cap
Garage
Mouse
Figure 1. Single Morpheme

The final sound of the word in column A is [z] a
voiced alveolar africative. Meanwhile in column
B the plural ending of the word is [s] a voiceless
alveolar fricative. And the final sound of the
plural nouns from column C is [z]. The three
columns above present different pronuntiation.
The regularity sound in column A,B, and C does
not happen the same case in column D. The
plural forms in D are Children, Oxen, Sheep, and
Mice. These irregular plural nouns are special

cases that are memorized individually when
acquiring English, whether natively or as a
second language.
To find out the way how to pronounce the plural
nouns, it is really important to make a chart that
records the phonological environments in which
each variation of the morpheme is known to
occur (Fromkin, Rodman, & Hyams, 2011). The
more technical term for variation of morphem is
called allomorph. The chart of the first three
colomns in broad phonetic transcription can be
seen below.
Allomorph

Environment

After [lv], [bg], [kl], [bI] 
[lvz], [bgz], [klz], [bIz]
[s]
After [kf], [kt], [fe], [kp] 
[kfs], [kts], [fes], [kps]
[z]
After [b], [bs], [mt],
[gra]
[bz],
[bsz],
[mtz], [graz]
Figure 2. Phonological Environment

It can be said that the distribution of plural
allomorphs in english is formed by the final
segment of the singular form (Fromkin, Rodman,
& Hyams, 2011).
2. Applying Chart Rules for Plural
Morpheme -s
According to (Akmajian, Demers, & M, 2001)
distribution of plural morpheme is formed by
speech sound below :

Allomorph Environmet
[z]

[b], [m], [d], [n], [g], [], [v],
[], [l], [r], [j], [a], [I]

[z]

To determine the pattern behind the way plurals
are pronunced, the property of the invironment
can be the reference to look for the environment
associated with each group of allomorphs. The
word cab[kb] or love [lv] take the plural
morpheme –s by ending [z] rather than [s] or
[z]. Minimal pair is the guide for the search of
the environment. Minimal pair is two words
which differ in meaning only when one sound is
changed (McCully, 2009). The examples are
cab[kb] and cat [kt], the words have
different sound in final segments, whereas cat
[kt] and mat [mt]are a minimal pair that
have different sound in their initial segments.
Another useful thing that is important in doing
the search of the invironmenti is a minimal pair
whose members take different allomorphs
(Lustig, 2010). The examples are the word cap
[kp] and cab [kb] which have different
allomorph in final segment when the words are
embedded by plural morpheme –s where cap
[kp] and cab [kb] take allomorph [s] and [z]
to form the plural. The word bag and badge also
take different plural allomorph [z] and [z].

[s]

[p], [t], [k], [f], []

[z]

[s], [z], [], [], [t], or [d]

Figure 3 Distribution of Plural Morpheme
Furthermore, (Fromkin, Rodman, & Hyams,
2011) stated that phonemic properties is
considered to reveal the segments that trigger the
[z] plural have in common the property of being
sibilant. In non-sibilants, the voiceless segments
take the [s] plural, and voiced segments take the
[z] plural. The rule can be drawn below:
Allomorph
[z]

Environement
After
voiced
nonsibilant
segments
[s]
After
voiceless
nonsibilant
segments
After sibilant segments
[z]
Figure 4. Distribution of Plural Morpheme

to assume the the basic underlying form of the
plural morpheme is /z/ with the meaning
“plural”. The default pronunciation of plural
morpheme –s is [z]. It can be changed when the
default does not apply.
1. Insert a [] before plural morpheme /z/ when
a regular noun ends in sibilant, giving [z].
2. Change the plural morpheme /z/ to a
voiceless [s] when preceded by a voiceless
sound.

Rules

Word 1

Word 2

Word 3

Plural

Bus + pl.

Bug + pl.

Book + pl.

Basic Representtaion

/bs + z/

/b + z / /bk + z/

Apply Rule 1

/ bs +  + z/ NA*

NA*

Apply Rule 2

NA

NA

/ bk + s/

/ bz/

/ bk + s/

Phonetic Representation / bsz/

Figure 5. Applying Chart Rules
*NA means “not Applicable”

Because the default pronunciation of plural
moprheme is [z], if no rule applies, then the
plural morpheme will be realized as [z]. It can be
seen from the chart deletion table, the word bus,
bug and book are formed in plural.

3. Conclusion
In identifying the pronunciation of plural
morpheme –s can be done by applying the chart
rules. Based on the phonological rules that plural
morpheme –s has three allomorphs which are [s],
[z], and [z]. The distribution of plural
morpheme –s is formed by speech sound [b],
[m], [d], [n], [g], [], [v], [], [l], [r], [w], [j] for
the sound of [z], [p], [t], [k], [f], [] for the
sound of [z], and [s], [z], [], [], [t], or [d] for
the sound of [z].
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